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AVAILABLE OCTOBER - NOLATHANE EDITION 10 CATALOGUE
Yes the wait is over, with the highly anticipated release of the Nolathane Edition 10 polyurethane bushing, suspension
and wheel alignment component catalogue in October 2009
The latest edition capitalises on the well regarded Edition 9, with a few noted extras. Jason Oltmanns, product manager
and developer of the catalogue mentions “We did such a good job with Edition 9, I thought it would be tough to improve
on it. I can't deny, we have taken longer than expected with this one, but the result is fantastic and I know our customers
will appreciate the detail and effort that has gone into it”.
Considered Nolathane's strongest marketing tool, Edition 10 boasts a number of new features, based on extensive
research into its use at wholesale, reseller and trade levels, with a bonus section for beneficial use at the retail counter.
EDITION 10 INCLUDES
Suspension Diagnostics – What your car is telling You!!!
The very latest products Nolathane has to offer for passenger, commercial, 4wd and performance vehicles
Easy to use vehicle referencing and application listings for prompt trade and reseller support
Schematic drawings of the most common suspension types helping with the “it's like that one”, factor!!
Trade focus with key service related products per vehicle highlighted
Wheel alignment focus with all alignment products per vehicle highlighted
Section on “Why to Nolathane your hatchback, family sedan, commercial, 4wd or street machine”

www.nolathane.com.au
It doesn't end there either, with the Nolathane website being revamped and packed full of information that could not be
condensed into the printed format. At www.nolathane.com.au , you will be able to search via our interactive catalogue, by
vehicle, part number and/ or bush size to find the exact part you need. View detailed product information and imagery and
enter our trade section which offers useful tech tips on servicing, opportunities, installation guides and much more
To request the latest Nolathane Edition 10 catalogue, contact Redranger toll free (numbers below) or get online at
www.nolathane.com.au and use the PDF download or the online interactive catalogue

Designed to integrate and offer a fully balanced handling solution. Nolathane suspension offers
replacement bushes and alignment products. So for a catalogue, brochure or technical
information on any of the Nolathane products contact the Redranger team
on 1300 88 2355 or visit www.nolathane.com.au
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